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Graduates Face Bleak Joh Market
Projections for school year 1974
show 18.7 per cent of the
graduates are unemployed.
Nebgen,
student
Ron
placement assistant director,
noted, "Competition for jobs is
very keen right now . It is imperative that students make the
most of each job interview."
The FTU Student Placement
Center can tell you where the jobs
are, whether you're graduating
this year or four years from now.
,~ Nebgen said the center an9"tmally invites recruiters from
over 200 companies to interview
graduating seniors. The student
registers with the center for those

surveys of those graduates who
found jobs through the service,
Nebgen said. The center compiles these statistics and then
compares their findings with
other universities across the
state and nation. Any employment trends or shifting of.
emphasis from one professional
field to another on a national
scale is quickly noted, and the
students' chances of finding a job
are made available to all .
Those who graduated in school'
year 1973, Nebgen said , have a
12.2 per cent unemployment rate.
Of those employed, 24.2 per cent
m~jored
in · business ad-

companies wan wn1ch he would
like to have an interview , and the
center schedules the interview.
In addition , Nebgen said, the
center maintains an active file on
all students who have registered.
It has extensive contacts with .
business firms throughout the
Southeast who are looking for
qualified job applicants, and the
students' files are cross-indexed
with those firms .
Nebgen said the center also has
a resume ref err al service,
pamphlets on how to prepare an
effective resume and recruitment brochures .
The center also conducts.

ministration, 15.3 per cent
education,
00
per
cent
engineering (no respondents), 21
per cent humanities ; 11.7 per cent
natural sciences and 27.8 per cent
in the social sciences.
"Without

a doubt,
the
majors are in very
good demand," said Nebgen.
"Accounting majors are in strong
demand, which bu~iness degrees
are the most popular."
Job projections for the future
indicate the demand for
engineering majors will still be
strong, but accounting may level
off. The medical field will have a
strong demand, Nebgen con~ngineering

tinued, but the education fieid is
very doubtful due to a surplus of
teachers and a lack of facilities .
As far as the current job
market is concerned, those
students majoring in psychology,
communications, sociology and
humanities and fine arts have a
very unpromising future . Nebgen
noted that these particular fields
have always been notorious for
few openings and slow promotion
and
recognition.
Current
economic conditions he said
paint an even darker' picture. '
"This is a fairly gloomy
outlook ," Nebgen said, "but then
Florida has no heavy industry to
speak of."
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Students Short-Changed?

Classes originally scheduled
to meet four times a ~eek
sometirr:es meet only three times
for vanous reasons. Are FTU
stu:_fonts bei~g ·short-changed on
their educat10n'?
In a recent poll taken at FTU,
100 students were asked about
their class schedules . Seventythree students have classes
which are ~ither !:ut down one full
class meetmg or m the case of 3-4
hour blocks, are cut short by two
hours on a regular basis. Twenty
of the remaining 27 said their
classes are cancelled. about four
times a quarter, but not on a
regular basis. The remaining
seven did not wish to comment.

Only four of the 100 students
expresse~ the ~esire to attepd
class fo~ its full s~hedu,J,e. "I work
a_ lot with c_hem~~try, says one

fulfilled outside of class .
One professor, who wishes not
to be identified, explained his
reasons for cutting down class
time: "I teach a lot of night
classes which are four hours
long. By the end of the day, I am
very tired as are many of my
students . I try to cut the class
down to two hours." When asked ,
if he thought this meant cheating
students out of part of their
education, he said, "No" .
·
According to the poll, students
evidently do not fee} they are
being cheated, and one student
summed it up as, "I love it, I love
it, I love it!"

biology .1'.laJor, . and I need as
much m~truchon as I can
possibly get."
.
The other 96 students felt qmte
the opposite way. "The less I
have to sit and listen to those
dumb lectures, the bette~ ! "
exclaimed one sociology maJor.
Reasons given for the ·
elimination of some class
meetings are that students are
often studying in dependently,
working on reports or projects in
the library, or have other
assignments which must be
-

Students Praise/ Fault School ·L ife
By April Ku pfer

Most students polled at FTU
feel the school is academically
sound but it lacks "social contacts".
Students agreed that the
university has an excellent
f acuity, but they expressed
issatisfaction with the way the
social life of the school is being
carried out.
John Giddons, a sophomore
finance major, said, "after 5:00
o'clock, the campus is like a
ghost town." Several other
students expressed the same
opinion .

The intimate, small-school
atmosphere pleased several
students. An education major
said, "It's about the right
size ... it's big enough to be interesting, but not big enough so
you feel lost."
Marcy Muramatsu, a senior
journalism major, liked the fact
that "you can talk to your
professors. You're not just
another number."
The student government was
the · most common object of attack. A majority of the students
polled said the organization did
not serve the students. Gary
Ingram. a junior business major

. This FuTUre edition was
assembled through the
combined
efforts
of
students
enrolled
in
J ournaJism
319
and
Journalism 321 classes.
Our efforts were coordin a ted by Dr. Fred
Fedler.
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said, "The senators are elected to
serve the people who elected
them . These senators don't.
T~ey're playing a game.. "
Several students expressed the
opinon that FTU was slightly too
conservative. One student a
.funior in accounting, said FTU
was a . "fraternity-marriage
oriented school," and felt "if
you 're not into that, you really
·
lose out"·.
Some of the students polled
noted the indifferent, apathetic
attitude of the student body. A
sociology major explained that
this atmosphere was a reaction to
the turbulent sixties''. He went on
to say that students were happy
"lo get along, and preserve the
peaceful status quo".
Students
offered
better
publicizing oI events and more
social activities such as speakers
and plays; as a solution to, as one
student put it, "a feeling of being
isolated". Another student, a
senior in engineering suggested
smaller classes and more faculty
-student interaction as the answer.
A- senior in communication
seemed to capsulize the opinions
·of almost all of the students
polled.
"I like it," he said. "It's riothing
phenomenal, but it's smaller than
the other state universities, and
more intimate. It's what you
could expect from a quasiconservative Florida school."

FTU students ·talk in evening fog

VC Funding Problems
Ct.it Name Performers
I

Funding problem~ have forced
the Village Center (VC) to offer
less big-name entertainment
than in the past, and this is being
reflected in lower attendance, VC
Director Kenneth D. Lawson said
recently.
"In 1970-71 we had $55,000 for
expenses and in 1971-72 we had
$65,000 for expenses . Ever since
1971-72 we've gone downhill in
expense money," he said. "For
the money we have, we're doing
the best we can.''
According to Lawson, this year
the VC has $41,245, of which
$30,000 has been set aside for
programming. The remainder is
allocated for internal expenses
such as office supplies and
telephone bills.
"The fraction of the total VC
budget spent on programming
has diminished substantially
since 1971," Lawson added.

look back at 1971-72, you'll find
we had more big concerts and
national speakers.
"For example, in 1971-72 we
had the Association, which cost
us $8,000. This year we have
$6,000 to spend on three concerts."
Lawson continued, "We used to
budget two speakers a quarter at
an average of $1,200 a speaker. In
1970-71 we spent $3,000 to have
Saul Bellow, two-time winner of
the National Book Award. This
year we have only $2,835 to spend
on speakers for thi:: entire year.
"We have more programs this
year than we've ever had in the
past, but they involve smaller,
unknown performers and entertainers. While these programs
are excellent, students won't
- attend because the performers
are not well-known.
"This fall, we had Liverpool,
which cost us $1,300. I understand
Lawson said that the reduced
that it was an excellent program,
fraction is mainly due to inbut only 800 students showed up.
creased salaries for VC per"We're also going into smaller
sonnel. "The state has given five . · individual programs like arts and
raises to state career-service
crafts. This has been forced upon
employes since 1971/' he said.
us mainly because of lack of
"expense dollars."·
Lawson added that the VC was
Lawson said that the amount of
allotted $146,000 this year,
money spent on entertainment in
compared to $132,000 last year.
the future will depend mainly on
However, the amount for salaries
the Student Government. Late
has increased from $79,000 to
last spring, the Florida
$92,0QO.
legislature passed a bill giviilg
Lawson said, "We just can't do
student
governments
the
the kinds· of things we used to do.
authority t0tallocate the Activity .
We do(l't have the. doll.ars._Jf :you
<Cont. on Page 2) •
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Limited VC Funding
(Continued from Page l)

terviewed recently said they
were not satisfied with the entertainment this year. The s~ven
expressed dissatisfication mainly
with musical performances.
Terry Wetherbee, fl senior
majoring in management, said,
''I'd like to see more big-name
rock groups instead of the little
rinky-dink concerts they're ·
putting on. "

and Service Fee, subject to
university approval.
Until this year, FTU's Activity
and Service Fee was allocated by
an Activity and Service Committee composed of representatives from ·the administration,
faculty. and Student Government.
·
The committee made tentative
allocations for the 1974-75 school
year early last spring , before the .
new law was passed.
Lawson said that since the bill
passed so late, Student Government decided to accept the
allocations made by the committee.

--

Bob-Lamb, a senior majoring
in computer science , said , "Four
years ago they had bands out on
the Village Green during the day .
I liked listening to those bands ,
but now they don 't have them ."
Junior Bill Tate , majoring in
electrical engineering, said,
"The ·groups that play here are
not as high quality as they used to
be. I'm more or less tired of
seeing my money wasted on beer
·bashes and small concerts. I'd
like to see more Dig-name artists." He added, "I do like the
flicks they 're showing this year ."

Lawson' said that last spring no
increase in student enrollment
was expected this year. However,
enrollment has increased, and
i:nore funds are available.
Student Government President
Hunter Potts said the Student
Senate plans to allocate more
money to all organizations
funded by the Activity and
Service Fee as soon as possible.
"Right now, we're wating on the
exact enrollment figures so we
can re-project our budget," he
said.
Potts said he realized that the
VC has a funding problem . He
added, "Hopefully, .we will be
able to give the Village Center
$15,000 to $20,000 more to work
with this year."
Potts added that he doesn't
think the student body is satisfied
with
VC-sponsored
entertainment this year. He said,
"The programs don't have good
attendance, and students are
constantly complaining that
there aren't any really good
concerts."
Seven out of 12 students in-

Only one of the 12 students
interviewed said that she was
satisfied with the VC entertainment. Kathy Hilliard, a
junior majoring in English
education, said, "My first year
they had hardly anythihg here.
Now there's something going on
almost every weekend. I like the
movies they're showing and the
dances . They're getting more
students involved this year."
Four students . expressed indifference toward it. For
example: Dorothy Mazina, a
senior majoring in computer
science, said, "I jus~ never go
over to the Village Center. - I
never see any reason to go over
there. All I know is that they show
movies and that you can get
subsidy tickets there."

~-··~~-..··- ·-··
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FTU Offers Tuition Waiver
Out of state tuition waivers are
offered through the Board of
Regents to students with skills or
abilities which are a positive
contribution to the university
environment.
The waivers are g'rants
covering tuition charged to
students who are not official .
Florida residents.
When the Board of Regents
allows FTU to waive charges, the
. university's executive committee
decides which oarticular area -

the athletic department, college
deans or a reserve fund
established for financially needy
students - will receive such
waivers.
"We get a limited amount of
such funds," said Don . M.
Baldwin, director of student
finanCial aid, "because there are
only a few out of state students
_
enrolled at FTU.''
- The waiver is awarded to FTU
on an annual basis, but deans of
each colleg~ can award them on a

quarterly basis.
Application for the waivers
requires completion of a petition,
· available in the college offices, to
be presented to the chairman and
dean of each college.

Waivers are available to
foreign students, athletes,
students contributing to the
humanities and fine arts, as w~ll
as those students makin.a I
academic contributions to th~
university.

ELTON JOHN

Brand New on MCA

THE RECORD
YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING FOR

GREATEST
HITS

NOW AT
WIDE WORLD
OF MUSIC

$J97 ·

M fg cat
$ 6 98

ea

LP

ALSO AVAILABLE

THE KI KI DEE BAN D
AND THE WHO

.MCI\

CHOOSE from V2 MILLION LP's & TAPES
EVERY ARTIST• EVERY LABEL• EVERY CATEGORY
ROCK• FOLK •JAZZ .
CLASSICAL• COUNTRY•
POP• OPERA• MOVIES•
SPOKEN WORO• BLUES•
ETC .
• EXCEPT SPECIAL PRICE
SETS & IMPORTS .

LP RECORDS
List 4 98

LIST 5.98 llST 6.98

PRE-RECORDED TAPES
LIST 6.95

UST 7.95

LIST 8.95

304 364 424 4a4 544 524

YOU MUST PRESENT THIS AD TO RECEIVE THESE PRICJS

•
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Fine component stereo for the price of a good compact. This system
features the Sansui #210 AM/FM stereo receiver with F.E.T. front end
for great FM reception. And a pair of
Wald #8 two-way speaker systems provides
the sound. To play your records, a BSR
260AX automatic turntable with base, dustcover, magnetic cartridge & diamond stylus
completes this system.
If purchased seoarately $329.80

26995

$
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CLEP-Credit By Exam Can Pay
By Mary Lynn Russell
The College Level Examination
Program (CLEP > gives students
the opportunity to show their
college-level competency in
various subjects and receive
credit by exam .
There are two types of exams :
general examinations and subject examinations.
The general examinations
measure achievement in five
areas of the liberal arts: English
composition,
humanities,
mathematics , natural sciences
and social sciences-history.
According to Dr. David Tucker,
director of the Developmental
enter, the general exams "test
the residual knowledge of the
first two years of college."
·
The subject examinations
measure achievement in specific
college courses. Subjects covered
include: Afro-American history,
biology, computers and data
processing, statistics and others.
These exams deal with concepts,
principles, relationships and /
applications of course material.

I -

The exams are developed to
measure different levels of
mastery.
The general exams are 60m in u te multiple-choice tests.
Candidates may take one , all , or
any combination of the five tests.
The subject exams are 90m i nute multiple-choice tests.
Some institutions, however ,
require a 90-minute essay before
credit will be given.
Only four subject exams with
essays or two without essays may
be taken on any given test date.
Dr. Tucker said, "I advise
students to take the exams . It
could help them get out of some
electives."
Dr. Tucker also said that it
doesn't hurt the student to take
the tests. If he doesn'tdo well, he
doesn't have to have the scores
reported to the school. The
candidate determines, on his
registration for~ who will
receive the scores. They will be
sent . to anyone the candidate.
wishes by writing to College
Entrance Examination Board,
Princeton, New Jersey. Tran-

script Department. Test scores
are kept on file for 20 years.
The individual schools decide
how much credit will be awarded
for the exams. · At FTU it is
possible to receive up to 67 and
one-half quarter hours credit.
Further information regarding
the amount of credit can be obtained by contacting the
university 's Admissions Office .
According to Dr. Daniel
Coleman, director of institutional
research , in the period from
September 1, 1973, to August 3,
1974, 438 students have received
CLEP credit at FTU.
"Credits theoretically transfer
within the state university
system ," said Dr. Tucker.
Within FTU you should check
with your college adviser or dean
to see how the credit will count.
"All those in pre-professional
areas should check with Dr.
Robert Laird assistant dean in

Students, Officials -Disagree On
New Tuition Rates Validity
In the fall qQarter of 1974,
Florida's colleges and universities -- FTU included -- began
charging students a fixed amount
per quarter hour for tuition.
The new rate 's validity is
something upon which students
and administrators do not
necessarily agree.
Before September, full-time
students paid flat rates of $190
~ er quarter for undergraduates
~nd
$240 · per quarter for
graduates, no matter how many
quarter hours wer e taken. Only
part-time students -- those with
nine quarter hours or less - - paid
per quarter hour, at a rate of $16
per quarter hour fo r un dergraduates and $20 per quarter
hour for graduates .
Since September, however, the
situation has changed . Undergraduates must now pay $13
per quarter hour regardless of
course load. Graduates must pay
$16.50 per quarter hour.
Full-time students have expressed displeasure at having to
pay more to speed up their
programs or to take electives and
enrichment programs. Students
are now expected to spend more
time on their major.
Hunter
Potts, · Student
Government president, said the
new plan, which was enacted by
the Board of Regents CBOR) , has
not been approved by the Florida
Legislature. He said the BOR
received approval for the -plan
from the state attorney general 's

office only.
Potts said court cases involving
the .fee are in progress at the
University of Florida and the
University of South Florida .
"There have been a lot of efforts against the new plan ," Potts
said, indicating he felt the plan
would hurt rather than help the
student body . He said, veterans
and students on fixed incomes
can afford only about $200 per
quarter.
On the other hand, Dr. C. B.
Gambrell, vice president of
academic affairs, said he thought
the system was very equitable.
"You pay for what you take," he
sa id.
In the past, Gambrell said,
students taking more than 15
quarter hours r ece iv ed a
tremendous
pric e
break .
Students under the old system ,
for instance, paid only about
$10.50 an hour if they took 18
quarter hours.
The plan is not new , Gambrell
explained , having been used at
other universities before being
selected by the BOR for use in the
Florida system .
Dr . Gambrell said the Administration is "conscious and
concerned" about people. He said
that if anyone has a more
equitable plan than the present
one , " I'd like to entertain the
Figures
obtained
from
Associate Dean of Academic
Affairs John Bolte 's office indicate a downward shift in

percentages· of students taking
high course loads .
In the fall quarter of 1973, 56
per cent of FTU students were
enrolled for 14 to 19 quarter hours
while 39 per cent were taking 12
quarter hours or less.
In the fall of 1974, 45 per cent
were taking 14 to 19 quarter
hours, and 49 per cent were
taking 12 quarter hours or less.
Dr . Bolte sa id the change in the
tuiti on rate "wasn' t an in stitutional decision' . He added
that the average student takes
only 12 hours per quarter, and is
thus paying less now than he or
she did under the old system .
Another change in student fees
this fa ll was the addi tion of an $8
pe r
qua r te r
health
fee
assessment.
The $8 fee is broken down into
two parts . The school maintains
student
accident and health
insurance, which costs $3.30 per
quarter . The remaining $4.70 is
paid to operate, fund and staff
university health service offices .
According to Hunter Potts. the
center had treated some l,621
resident and 5,127 commuter
students as of April , 1974, for the
past academic year. This year.
figures
have
increased
tremendously .
Some students may finish their
degree programs without ever
using health facilities or insurance. " But. " Potts said, " it 's .
there when you need it. "

the College of Natural S-ciences ,''according to Dr. Tucker. "He
knows what different schools want. Some schools , such as
medical schools, like to see the
work done in the classroom ."
Dr. Tucker said, "If they
(CLEP , tests) allow a person to
move more quickly, they are
good, but if it deprives the
student of experience, it may not .
be good for them to take."
Additional information on the
exams may be obtained at the
Developmental Center.
The exams are given three
times a year at FTU through the

SUS To Adopt
Coordinated
Course
Numbers
The 42,800 college courses
offered by Florida universities
may be reduced to between 7,000
and 8,000 categories by next
spring , according to Dr. M.
Timothy O'Keefe, Professor of
' Journalism at FTU .
O'Keefe , one of those assigned
to the task of dw eloping the new
system , said it would benefit
transfer students and show which
university is most efficient.
E ith ty per cent of Florida
college students tr ansfer at least
once before graduation. The new
system would help prevent
course duplica tions and minim iie
erroneous _transcript evalu.a,!lons_
Some educator s expressed a
fea r tha t the new system might
lead to the use of common textbooks a nd sy 11 a bi. However ,
O' Keefe said the system would be
fl ex ible enough to allow
professors to teach what and how.
they want.
The concepts for the system
were originated seven years ago ·
by Dan Chapman. FTU registrar,
and Dr. Roland Lewis, Florida
College registrar .

Developmental Center . The next
two test dates are February 8 and
June 14. Registration forms must
be completed three weeks before
the test date and can be picked up
at the Developmental Center.

Prospectus
TV In Action
AtFTU
Prospectus is FTU 's studentproduced television program
shown every Monday and
Thursday on Public Access
- Channel 2 at 7 p.m . It is also aired
at 12 noon on campus monitors
located in the library , ad ministration building and snack
bar_
,Prospectus is an informal news
program produced during the fall
quarter by Jerry Hatfield, a
Radio Television major . Ac cording to Hatfield, the newcast
strives-.!'to be loose, a 'one to one '
communication with people ."
Since the pioneer show in
September, 1973 , a different
producer has" been selected for
each quarter . A producer for the
winter quarter program is still
under consideration.
Dr . Paul Morgan acts as advisor, although no instructors are
involved in the actual production
of Prospectus programs .
In an interview. Hatfield said it
was hard to get students to work
on the show. While admitting that
production takes ''a lot of time
and effort, " he said' the per sonal
satisfaction is enormous.
Hatfield stressed the " real
life " aspect of- Prospectus . Inter views a nd s cri pts a r e
prepared , then the shows ar·e
ta ped . The same procedure is
used in actual commercia I
television production. Prospectus
recently advanced from black
and wh ite to color production.
Students with production ('Xperi ence are encouraged to appl~
for jobs with Prospectus. For
students in terested in work ing on
the show, Hatfield recommend
takin g RTV 337, a production
course designed to acquaint th e
student with all major aspects of
television ' prodt~ ction.

According to Hatfield, more
students
are
watching
Prospectus than ever before. He
feels the show "has great
potential" and is improving all
the time .

Greeks Plan Active Quarter

•

By Vicki Blanchfield
G
k w k
ree · ee P1anning will
h'ghl'ght
th
t· ·t·
1 1
e numerous ac 1v1 ies
Scheduled bY the I n t er fra t erna 1
Council (JFC> and Panhellenic
during winter quarter.
The traditional spring quarter
event helps to instill a closer bond
among members of the nine
fraternities and four sororities on
b
campus Y promoting collective
articipat'o
·
1
d
P
tivities . 1 n 111 P anne acA Greek float parade is the first
of many events . The agenda also
f t
th! t'
··
ea ures a e ic competitions,
a
·
Greek Sl·ng · a n ct' various
races
and contests . The busy week of
activities closes with an interfraternity dance where ribb
d t h'
b 1· ·
ons an
rop ies sym o 1Z1ng
the past week's ev ents are
awarded to the appropriate
fraterniti es and sororiti es .
Linda Stoddard. Panhell enic
president stated . "Greek Week
comm ittees will be working a nd
pl a nning throu ghout wint e r
quarterforth t' sprin dshowdown .
n
.
.
1
11 1

capaciti es include: Parade,
Dance . Ev e nts , Publicity ,
Treasur y . and Purchasing."
These committees will be
supervised by an overall
chairman and co-chairman .
This year 's approximate
budget is $1,400, according to IFC
President Bill Beekman. He
added; "With more time devoted
to organization, and with a larger
number of Greeks on campus this
year, Greek Week promises to be
better than ever ."
Another significant Greek
program is also slated for next
quarter . - Miss
Stoddard
- remarked. ''The FTU home
basketball games will provide an
opportunity for campus sororities
and fraternities to show their
spirit ."
She explained, "The sorority
and frat e rnit y s howing th e
hi g hl'S t perce ntage of par t i cip~ t ion at . the gam e will
rece1\'l' a special megaphone a nd
an mrnrd at the end of the
haskethall st•ason."

against FIT on February 14, has
been tentatively set as FTU 's
hom ecoming
game.
and
hopefully there w1·11 be a parade
prior to gametime.
Beekman said IFC is drawing ·
up plans for a fraternity
workshop during the last week of
February. Five to ten members
of each organization are expected
to attend.
He stated. "Top1·cs d1'scussed
.
will range from Rush and IFC
relations. to problems common to
Greek organizations on campus .
We hope to secure traveling
secretaries of nat1·onal fraternities ..;.,ho ' will lend the1· r
knowledge and experience in
leading these discussions ."
Informal sorority rush is
scheduled for January 15-17. All
girls interested in joining a
campus sorority should register
for Rush during the first week of
l'l as .e Winter Qua rter ._
.
. T\\o IFC' repre e ntat1 ve~ will
. .i ttend th e a nnu a l com·ention .of
t~e _outhC'a. tcrn lnterfra termty
( onlC'r e nce
111
Atlanta
on .

SWALSTEAD JEWELERS
MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

·

@

CERTIFIED GEMOLOGIST

C.N.A. BUILDING ORLANDO
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Discuss

Professors
Ry Dr. William Essler.
President FTl' Chapter UFF

A number of forces have....come
together at this point in time to
make c'ollective bargaining a
palatable and necessary alternative for university governance.
A few of the more prominent
factors that have affected the
growing acceptance of collective
bargaining among university
profes so rs are: a positive legal
climate. _an increasingly competitive job market, a continued
erosion of traditional faculty
prerogatives and the changing
relationship of public universities
to state government.
Florida legislation which
permits bargaining on all facets
of wages and working conditions
is perhaps the most liberal of all
the state laws. The legal rights of
the .employes of the state of
Florida to bargain collectively
are further buttressed by a
constitutional guarantee and a
·supportive memorandum from
Governor Askew's office. There

is no doubt concerning the
legality 'of employes of the state
of Florida to organize for
collective bargaining.
Allied to an increasingly
permissive legal atmosphere
with regard to collective
bargaining is its phenomenal
growth in the universities across
the country. The faculties of
mure than three hundred campuses are now teaching under
collective bargaining
agreements, some for more than
five years.
The traditional and often stated
fears associated with unions and
collective bargaining have
largely proved to be a myth .
Strikes
among
university
faculties are almost unknown· no
tradtional faculty prerogatives
have been lost; much has been
gained in the areas of wages,
working conditi9ns and the in- .
stitution .of effective faculty
grievance procedures. Some
highly placed ~dministrat~r s
have hailed collective bargaining
as a revitalizing force to the
operation of their universities.

At the same time the
legitimacy and acceptance of the
collective bargaining rises, the
position of the individual faculty
member is eroding away. Many
faculty members are now seeing
the university for what it has
become, a giant gover~mental
bureaucracy ruled by career
bureaucrats. Coupled with this
realization is the faculty member's knowledge that the job
market in his field is severely
depressed. He generally has the
little choice but to stay and fight,
and his chief weapons in his
struggle will be a well organized
faculty and
a collective
bargaining contract.
The United Faculty of Florida
<UFF) is the only organization ,
that currently can offer the
faculty members of the Florida
State University System the
strong,
active,
statewide
organization that can effectively
deal with the Board of Regents
and the state legislature and then
deliver on promises of a
beneficial collective bargaining
contract.

elevated into mountains. In the
process an enemy is being
created, the administration. The
union wants to provide potential
members its senvices to gain
"justice" in · removing the
"mountains" and slaying the
"enemy" which have been
created by the union itself.

What can be expected if
professors unionize? First will be
a growing polarization into two
enemy camps, labor and the
administration . Second will be
rising
dues
and special
. assessments to support the war
against the enemy. And finally a

1

By Dr. Newell Comish ·

College of Business·Administration

The prime objective of unions
is power, euphemistically called
union security. Power is achieved
through the growth in the number
of members and the amount of
dues collected. One of the
primary targets for union expansion is the public . employe.
This is why unions are trying to
get professors into their ranks,
along with public school
teachers.
Union. organizers hav·e three
basic tactics to recruit members.
The first is to create employe
dissatisfaction by making
mountains out of mole hills. R~ad
carefully the material that the
UFF and AAUP are stuffing in
the faculty mail boxes and note
the mole hills that are being

A second tactic is- to make
grand promises of salary and
. benefit' increases which cannot
possibly be delivered, but they
make good copy. It is amazing
what intelligent people believe
when they see glittering
promises.
. The third tactic is to destroy
opposition. One needs only to
read the local paper to confirm
_ this fact. But of course faculty
_ unions will be different. Will they
really?

Handicaps Need Help
S~oemaker

di capped to enter. ro .go
anywhere on campus, genume
Our campus is fairly compact · effort is required from them. But,
and regardless of where sucwhy?
cessive classes meet , most
Leaving these obstacles for the
students have little difficulty · impaired to wrestle with is like
being punctual.
scattering tacks around in a blind
That is , most students.
man's bed. These unfortunate
Students who have physical
few are battling enough odds in
handicaps aren't as fortunate as
this inhumane world without
most. Simply entering a building
having
to fight unnecessary
,..~an be more of a chore for them
odds.
than walking to and from classes
These inclines and special
all day is for most of us.
entrances were built with the
To enter the library from
handicapped in mind but what
anywhere on campus , there is a
. purpose do they serve?
long gradual incline of about 150
Learning should be made as
feet. E ven walking up that hill on
enjoyable and as easy as
two healthy legs can be tiring .
possible, but when students have
Imagine trying to pull yourself
to struggle with such idiocies as
up that hill on crutches , or
the handicapped do , neither is
worse yet, in a wheel chair.
accomplished.
All the buildings on campus are
acSince FTU should
nearly as difficult to enter. There
commodate all students , the
is one entrance to the general
school plans have failed
classroom building that the
miserably. But, something could
handicapped students can use: It
be done yet. Whatever the costs
is in the back and a steep indine·
would be, the improvements are
makes it hard to enter.
needed and the cost is imThe engineering building is just
material.
as inaccessible. The front enFTU is a beautiful school and it
trance is the only one that the
offers pleasing aesthetic value, '
impaired can use, and it has a
but there should be a· time,
long incline leading to it.
especially in education, when
In fact , every building on
aesthetics should succumb to
campus is difficult for the hanfacility for all.
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growing standatdization to
achieve "justice" across the SUS
of such things as working hours,
course content, textbooks, wages,
benefits,
and
lock - step
promotions based on seniority,
not merit. ·
What can faculty do to protect
themselves? Don'tjoin a union. If
an election is called, vote! And
vote no agent.

Unions

By Dr. Richard Adicks
President, FTU Chapter
A.A.U.P.
Sixty years ago, the American
Association of
University
Professors CAAUP), was formed
out of an academic tradition that
recognized the faculty-student
relationship as central to the life
of a university. The founders of
the AAUP insisted on principles
of defending the freedom of
teachers to seek the truth and to
teach it, to receive compensation
commensurate
with
their
abilities, and to make their voices
heard in the management of
Over the
higher education.
years, principles upheld by the
AAUP have come to be accepted
throt,ighout the profession in
support of these aims.

During the last decade,
however, there ha~n-a sefious
erosion of faculty participation in
university government and of the
economic position of university
and college teachers. That is why ·
the AAUP has moved farther into
the. advocacy of collective
bargaining as a means of
restoring professors to their
traditional role of participants in
the process whereby the
university is governed and
budgets are plarined.
Although I have until recently
not favored bargaining, I now
believe responsible, professional
bargaining is neeqed in the state
university system and locally at
FTU. We are in danger of a
growing
administrative
bureaucracy that may place
administrative concerns ahead of
educa_tional concerns, that can
become year by year more

isolated Jrom the teaching and
learning activity that is the heart
of the university. For example,
the 1974-75 budget at FTU shows
a decrease of 4.8 faculty positions
from 1973-74, but at the same
time there is an apparent increase in the number of administrative positions. Indeed,
the Instruction and Research
budget for this year shows an
increase of 10.2 per cent in
nonfaculty salaries as contrasted
with a 5 per cent increase in
faculty salaries. Correspondingly, the faculty lack a strong
voice in helping to decide many
matters that are important to ·
education.
Obviously there is an imbalance, and that imbalance
weighs against the people who do
the teaching.
Why can the AAUP be the best
bargaining agent? Because no
other organization can show the
same perennial cqmmitment to
excellence in education. AAUP
policies have teen published for
all to see. 'rhey are not based on
guesswork or vague promises.
They are directed toward
strengthening, ·not supplanting,
·existing structures whereby
\

faculty participate in university
governance. All that these
policies need is a faculty
professional enough to try
vigorously to implement them. I
think that we have that kind of
faculty .at FTU and that when
they know the facts, they will
conclude
that
collective
bargaining is now needed in the
university system and that
Florida will b~ the most effective
bargaining agent.

Letter To The Editor FTU Isn't Bad
After attending FTU for one
quarter, it .seems obvious that
students do a lot of one thing very
well -- gripe. Griping about FTU
is really rampant, main topics
being: It 's not big enough;
Course offerings are paltry; Food
service is lousy; The sprinkler
problem can't be solved; Apathy
is everywhere; School spirit is
nonexistent; Housing is lacking;
It's so far to commute; No one
votes; et-cetera, et cetera.
I guess it's not bad to gripe
since eventually it brings about
some changes . And, I agree with
a lot of the gripes. But, FTU and
the Florida University System
have a lot going for them, and I
would like to point out one thing:
You guys don't know how good
you have it in Florida .
I lived in South Carolina for
five years and thought it would be
a good idea to finish up the last
two years of the degree I started
at the University of Florida. I
was dreaming. Living in Florida
and receiving all my education
here, I assumed that going to
college in another state would be
just as convenient. Forget it!
South Carolina is about 49th in
education. Getting an education
of any quality at all would require
attending either the University of
South Carolina or Clemson
University, both of which were
too far to commute. The other
alternatives were small fourKATHY DONALDS.ON
Editor -In -Chief

·LETTERS·
The FuTUre welcomes letters, but
cannot cons ider for publication any
letters not bearing the writer's
s1qnature and address . However,
n<1mes will be w i thheld upon request .
l he r1qht is-reserved to edit or refuse
publ •cnt i on of letters deem 0c1 oil
1ectionnble or in poor taste

year private colleges with
enrollments of about 800 to 1,200
and educational quality to match.
Besides which it would have cost
a small fortune to go to a private
school.
Even if commuting weren't out
of the question, the road system
in South Carolina is unreal (also
about 49th ) except for the two
interstates . South Carolina has
far, far fewer miles of highway
than Florida , yet their death toll
is higher .
South Carolina has only four
universities . Florida has 13! And
our 13 universities are nicely
dispersed over the state. Commuting in Florida, no matter
where you live, is almost never
out of the question . Especially .
since we have one of the finest
highway systems in the U.S . . .
So, confronted with the pitiful
situation in South Carolina, ther·e
was nothing to do but give .up anc.
go to work . Working at a junior
college, I quickly found out what
poor shape South Carolina
education is really in.
South Carolina has 36 colleges.
Florida has 54. Most of South
Carolina's schools are either
junior colleges or 1 very small
private four-year schools. Most of
Florida's colleges are community-junior
colleges
or
universities.
The average person in South
Carolina has 8.J years of

Marcy Muramatsu
Torrey Stewar:t

Monte Shoemaker
Joe DeSa.lvo
Karen Harrod
Mike Sappington
Ken Ailsworth
John Bruton
J . B . Deboard
Lori Howard
Gary Timlin

"education. The average person in
Florida has 10.9. Public s·pending
for education in South Carolina is
$478 per student per year. Florida
spends $647. Can you imagine
what the standards must be in
- South Carolina colleges?
And here is a statistic that I
thought summed up the problem
beautifully: When the draft was _·
still operating, 44.5 percent
.<almost half!), of all draftees in
South Carolina failed the
Selective Service Mental Tests.
Florida draftees wl(o failed
totaled 17.9 per cent. That says ·
something.
South Carolina isn't the only
southern state with a poorly
developed state university
system. Arkansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi , Alabama, Kentucky ,
and to some extent, Georgia are
all in the same shape. Mississippi
doesn't even have a compulsory
school attendance law! ·
Things may be a little "gekey"
at FTU as some say, and the_.
sprinkler problem will probablyW'·
never be solved, but who cares?
Living in Florida , you can
always drive a reasonable
distance, pay a very low fee, and
receive a college education of
pretty good quality.
If you want more than that,
move to Massachusetts and
shovel snow.
Name Withheld Upon Request
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- - It's Going To B_e A Long, Cold Winter
Muramatsu

Remember the 55 mile per hour
speed limit? Setting the thermostat lower and wearing
sweaters in the house last winter? Carpools? And remember all
that talk about the ominous,
omnipotent and altogether

overpowering thing called the
energy crisis? Ah, nostalgia.
We seem to forget that we 're
not out of the woods yet -- just
because gasoline is flowing freely
again. Our situation can be
compared to that of the crash
dieter -- one who loses 20 pounds
one week and gains it all back the
next.

increasing.
When he compared November,
1973, with the same period this
year, Neuhaus found FTU had
cut its consumption of electricity
,and gas 24 per cent for the same
proportionate load, or demand.
Tpis was no accident - the
gr~atest portion of the economy
resulted from manipulatmg ait:

What good is it ·if you don't keep
it up? The key here is maintenance.
According to Richard Neuhaus,
Assistant Director of the
Physical Plant, the university is
continuing its conservation efforts, initiated last year, now
more than ever. The costs of
electrictiy and natural gas keep

Gas prices, traffic hazards and
foul weather are only a few of the
problems facing the FTU comter. ·
he student who drives from as
far as Melbourne and as near as
Alafaya Trail all have their own
- problems. as commuters.
Ron Jackson, a senior political
science major, who commutes
: from Winter Park, finds the lack
of four-lane highways his major
challenge in the morning. "You
get behind a tractor on FTU

Football
Now

Boulevard," says Jackson, "and
you go 5 mph for 20 miles."
Just the opposite situation
exists for one Titusvilfe commuter who wishes to remain
anonymous. "Usually if I see a
sheriff between Christmas and
the 520 overpass, I go 70-75 mph
through Bithlo to FTU," he explains·. '-'There is usually only one
sheriff in the area. I get from
Titusville to FTU in about · 35
minutes without getting pulled
over," he added.
Ken Logue, a senior education
major, has commuted from
DeLand for four years. He finds
his major problem is making a
course schedule so that he does
not have long breaks between
classes. Driving a distance of
approximately 80 miles (round
trip) per day, Logue has
discovered that leaving DeLand

early enough to get to class on
time "has never been easy."

difficulties in car pools is trying
to find other students with the

Many students expressed the
desire to attend more school
functions at night but cannot due
to the long driving distance.
''There are many good plays and
concerts on campus, but I cannot
afford the gas to drive over two ·or
three times .a week," says a
Daytona Beach commuter.

same schedules·.
The Student Government sends
computerized lists to those
students driving from the various
cities. These lists contain names
of other students in the same area
who may wish to start a carpooL

Many comrputers refuse to liv.e
on campus. One Cocoa Beach girl
comments, "I wouldn't live on
campus if someone paid lne. To
me, it's worth driving the
distance. At least by going home I
get good meals and have the
privacy of my own room."
To save on gas, car pools are
constantly being organized by
commuters . One of the major

Whe' leaving an empty room,
shut off the lights -- and it it's air
condition~d, close the door.
_
In those facilities where
heating an~ cooling can be turned
on and off independently, use it
only when the room is occupied.

F1'U Commuters face Unique Problems
Debbie Maitlen

conditioning and heating and
eliminating superfluous lighting.
Here are some of Neuhaus'
sugge~tions that we would like to
see become habits at FTU:

Students living in near-by
apartments find bike riding their
mode of transportation. "During
peak morning ·rush hours, it . is
difficult riding to - school,"
comments one rider. "It's hard to
get through the traffic without
being hit."
Other students living in nearby
apartments prefer to walk to
school. It's good exercise and
costs nothing.

Eliminate .excess lighting in
classrooms arid hallways.
Make sure the water faucets in
the bathrooms are turned off
completely.
When through with the tennis
courts, turn off the lights. (When
passing by empty courts, do the
same.)
Plan your automobile trips.
Try to arrange your class
schedule to avoid .unnecessary
trips.
Especfalfy·- wfrh the new
buildings next quarter, we 're
going to be paying more and
using less. So don't let these little
energy saving efforts be pushed
under the rug in your mind,
because it's going to be a long,
cold winter ahead.
·

Monte ~hoernaker

4
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A college education that
doesn't afford the student the
experiences associated with
major athletic programs is not
complete.
Whether
students
are
physically or mentally involved
in the programs matters· little
because the experiences are
valuable, memorable, and linger
s ·1ong as the mind exists.
Obviously FTU lacks proper
facilities and funds for any of its
athletic programs. Only the
swimming team has a facility of
any consequence.
The basketball team travels to
and from games in vans iike a
band of gypsies, as do all other
FTU athletic squads.
But the most ill-conceived
notion of all is that FTl:J cannot
afford a football team.
FTU has a larger student
enrollment than Florida A&M yet
lags in organized athletic
programs. In 1973, the total
enrollment at FTU was 6434 while
Florida A&M (F AMU) enrolled

raw
Featuring
VERN HALL
.

4195.

F AMU is older, their ·football
program has been in existence
for years, and. their team was
assembled through means that
FTU would not have available.
Sure, it would cost much more to
start a football program here
than it did at FAMU, but taxpayers are paying more now than
they did then too.
Everytime a tax dollar is
collected from a Florida resident,
a part of that dollar goes to '
support the state university
ystem which in turn allots
oney to the different universities' athletic programs. Those
Floridians and their children who '
attend FTU are being cheated. :
It simply seems unfair for any
school to be provided more funds
to be spent for the welfare of
fewer students. The area ·taxl)ayers (and FTU students, too)
are supporting another school's
athletic program while we do
without.
The beneficial effect on
students would be immeasurable.
The feelings of camaraderie,
friendship and cooperation
wrought by a foot'?all program
would be worth the cost.
When an entire school bans
together in support of a school
team. the spirit and concern
generated become an inspiration
for uccess in all phases of the
university.
An educational experience
without athletic programming on
a major basis is unfair and is a
• grave deprivation in comparison
to what could be, and whal is
cl ewhcre in the state university
s. stem.

in our Lounge
Monday Night Football
Drinks 1h Price during the Game.
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New Faces Give Knights Bright Future
By Joe De Salvo

If the first four games are any
indication of what kind of play ·the
FTU basketball team has to
offer. you can bet the Knights will
continue to surprise many teams
as they go into a busy January
schedule. .
The Knights, who were 2-2 after
their first week of action including the 75-74 upset thriller
over South Florida, have impressed many people · who
considered this season a
rebuilding year.
·
FTU. with 6-7 center Willie
Belotte their tallest player, have
compensated their
height
disadvangate with an impressive
pressing defense and a quick but
deliberate offensive.
With four of last year's starting
five gone this season, many gaps
were left open for Coach T9rchy '

Clark to fill. The competitive
mentor didn't let FTU down as he
recruited three players who are
on the starting five.
Seminole Junior College
transfer Bennie Shaw has

A pleasant surprise for Clark is
the improved play of of 6-i guard
Calvin Lingelbach. The Evans
High School standout, after watching most of last year's
action from the bench, has
worked himself into a starting
., position. Calvin, who has to be th(l

Women's Athletics
Seek Funds, Teams
''FTU is the only state
umversity in Florida that doesn't
have fully funded women's
sports," according to Lucy A.
McDaniel, coordinator for
women's athletics at FTU. She is
hoping that will soon change.
McDaniel, a visiting assistant
orofessor, has submitted next
year's women's athletic budget
request and is asking for a
substantial increase over this
year's budget of $2,400.

is looking closely at the funding of
women's
athletics,
SG's
Executive
Advisor
Mark
Hammond said in an interview.
Hammond said there
is
tremendous interest in women's
athletics and programs have not
been funded properly.
The majority of athletic funding comes from student activity

McDaniel added FTU has
difficulty getting women's
swimming and basketball
coaches because they are only
paid a total of $200 under the
extramural budget. As a result,
most coaches are FTU graduates
doing a service for the university.
McDaniel, who is taking a one
year leave of absence from
Stetson University, said the
budget situation sometimes
depresses the women athletes.
'·It's difficult to explain to girls
why they must pay for travel and
food when they know what the
men have," she said.
The Department of Health, ·
Education, and Welfare's (HEW)
proposed Title IX may provide
the impetus needed to upgrade
women's athletics. Title IX calls
end
to
sexual
for
an
discrimination and one section of
its rules deals with athletics.
Title IX is scheduled to become
a law in January, 1975, but no one
is certain what its final form will
be. Since th'e proposal appeared
in the Federal Register in June
last year, colleges and universities have been sending
recommended changes in Title
IX to HEW.
FTU Athletic Director Dr. John
Powell said his guess was that
women's sports will be included
in the intercollegiate varsity
program as a result of Title IX.
McDaniel said , "Women think
it means equal funding. Title IX
is full of holes. It will be three to
five years before it is fully functioning."
Student Government <SG) also

Joining Belotte and Shaw on
the front line is freshman standout Jerry Prather. At only 6-3,
Prather's leaping abilicy tias

given him many rebounds and
blocked shots. The quickly improving New Albany, Miss.
resident has really caught the
fancy of the FTU fans with his
quickness on the court, not to
mention a good shooting eye from
the baseline.
The Knights will be anxiously
awaiting the Citrus Invitational •
hosted by Florida Southern in
Lakeland. The Knights lost to the
Moccasins 90-80 earlier this season and hope to change things
around.
The
tournament,
scheduled for Jan. 15 and 16, also
includes C.W. Post of Long
Island, New York and Valdosta
State, from Georgia.
FTU's next home game is Ja
6 when they host Atlan
Christian College at the Winter
Park . High School gym.
Gametime is 8 p.m . .

~W Ruling, Lad~3>f--New Funds
Obstacles For NCAA Additions
By Bruce Carden

Athletic funding at FTU has .
remained at about the same level
for the last few years and no
increases are expected in the
future, Director of Athletics Dr.
John Powell said last week.
As a -result, Powell does not
expect much expansion in the
sports program. "The future
looks bleak in adding any additional men's varsity sports," he
said in a recent interview.
The operating income for
FTU's intercollegiate athletics
this year is $178,817 . The majority
of the income, $105,000 comes .
from student activity and service
fees.

"Hopefully next year we will go
to women's varsity sports," she
said in a rec~nt interview. At
present FTU is represented in
women's athletic competition by
five extramural teams -volleyball, basketball, tennis,
crew and softball.
In comparison there are four
men's varsity sports with a
budget of about $175,00 and five
men's extramural teams with a
budget of about $9,000.

"coolest player on the court"
plays a tight defense and
mystifies the opposition with a
soft outside jumper that hardly
touches the net for two points.
Teaming up with Lingelbach in
the backcourt is transfer David ·
Green of Chicago. The 6-0 guard,
who is built like a running back,
isn't afraid to go up against taller
foes on a driving layup or hitting
the boards.
Belotte, the "veteran" of the
team in only his junior year, has
been getting rebounding help
from Dave Rodgers. A Borward
CC transfer, the 6-6 Rodgers has
come in for Belotte, grabbing
crucial caroms and putting in
valuable points .

\

/Bennie Shaw

By Bruce.Carden

emerged as the team leader . The
multi-talented Boone High School
alumnus, has shown why he led
the Florida junior college circuit
in scoring, averaging over - 21
points per game in FTU's first
four encounters.
What makes Shaw such a
delight to see in action, is his
mixing up a pretty outside
jumper and a hard driving layup .
Defense is another part of Shaw's
repertoire, hitting the defensive
boards and staling errant passes
and just plain old haunting his
man.

This year's funding increased
some mainly as a result of a fund
balance of $18,817 being carried
over from the last four years. The
remaining funding comes from
racetrack funds, game revenues
and donations.
and service fees. And now as a
result of Florida House Bill 2892,
the student senate has authority
to decide how fees are to be spent.
The 1975-76 budget will be the
first one under the new law.
Hammond thinks there will be
a big increase in funding for
women's athletics with the
changes mainly in the extramural
and
intramural
budgets. "Title IX is not the
justification - just that it's right,"
Hammond said. "Now's the time
to push for it while th~y are under
legal pressure."
This year SG gave the women's
extramural volleyball team an
exfra $400 so they could-go to the
state tournament. As a result of
this McDaniel said she feels SG is
"in our corner."
·
"I hope they see the inequities
in funding men's sports and not
women's,'"she said.

Four varsity sports are funded
from the intercollegiate athletic
budget: wrestling, basketball,
tennis, and baseball. At least one
sport competing each season is
for NCAA memnecessary
bership.
Baseball gained the most from ·
this year's extra money allowing
the team more money for
traveling
and
recruiting.
However,
basketball
still
receives the largest share of
FTU's· intercollegiate budget.
The Department of Health,
Education
and
Welfare's
proposed Title IX which calls for
an end to sex discrimination may
have a major impact on next
year's budgeting.
Powell said he is not sure what
the final form of Title IX will say
when it becomes law in January
but he guesses that it will mean

Dr. John Powell
the inclusion of women's varsity
sports in the intercollegiate
program next year.
The men s and women's extramural teams are budgeted·
$11,388 out of activity and service
are men's exfees. There
tramural teams in golf, crew,
soccer, weightlifting, and archery while women compete in
crew, tennis softball, basketball,
volleyball and archery.
"Expenses are the largest cost
for extramural teams," said Ken
Renner, director of intramural
and extramural sports. Renner
added, "The teams are highspirited but the lack of university
financial support sometimes is
depressing to them."
Both Powell and Renner say
some of the extramural teams
deserve to be moved up to varsity
status but are not able to because
of budgetary reasons.
The crew team last year won a
national championship and the
soccer team has been competitive since the ~xtramural
program began, Renner said.
Varsity teams are able to hire
full salaried· coaches, recruit,
give scholarships and have most
travel expenses paid for while
extramural teams do not have
the funds to pay coaches.
Powell said, "We're not trying
to go big-time. We're not trying to
compete with Florida and other
major schools. We just want to be
competitive with Division II level

· Cr~W Set With 3 Champions ·Return-;ng
The prospects for the FTU
crew team this coming §.eason
look good to Coach-- 1Sennis
Kamrad. Three of the five
members from last year's
championship team are returning.
::-: Bowman, Martyn Dennis
graduated in June , and coxwain
Alisen Pacha graduated ·this past
fall. Kamrad said of Miss Pacha
"The team will miss her sorely -~
she's a · real loss."
Miss Pacha has been coxwain
for the past three years and was
the first woman to lead a crew to
both state apd national championships.
Returning members include
oarsmen Bob Garapic. Ralph

Bateman. Ben Horton. and
captain Charlie Filko.
FTU crew competes in two
classes,
lightweight
and
heavyweight. In lightweight, the
-team must have an _, ~.er age
weight of 155 POIJRdS with no
member..~g
over 160
pounds. In the heavyweight class
any weight is allowed.

The Olympic distances for
crew competition is 1,000 meters
for women's competition and
2,000 meters for mens'.
According to Kamrad. FTU is
trying for both a four and eight
person women's crew. There will
definitely be a four person crew.
Kamrad aid. "Our problem in
the past has been a lack of

equipment. We have had to
borrow our four man shell."
Funding for crew comes from
. -1h_~ _ Stu~!:lJ Activity Fee and is
included in the budget for intramural and extramural sports.
There is a possibility the Student
Government will provide extra
funds in the future .
When asked what was the
single most important element in
crew competition, Kamrad
replied, "Proper ~equipment is
most important. After that, the
ability of the crew to function as a
unit. Their efforts in the dip,
stroke, lift must be totally synchronized. If one person is off and
you're rowing against a highly
competitive crew. you can lose a
race."
~

teams." FTU is a member of the
division one step down from the
· Division I major college level of
the NCAA.
"Philosophically, our in- .,....,.,_
tercollegiate budget is sound,"
said Powell. "We're not putting
all our money in one sport. We're ~
dividing the money evenly between the four sports.''
Student Government Executive
Advisor Mark Hammond pointed
out that 17 per cent of the activity
and service fees go to athletics.
"Nothing here is funded
adequately," he said. "But I
don't think there was any
skimping on ath.l etics."
Powell said athletics h e l . _
recruit students and money to a
university. Hammond agreed. ''A
winning team does more for
prestige than just about
anything," he said. "It provides
visibility."

Intramural
Events Se.t
By Mary Walsh

Winter quarter promises to be
active in intramurals as .... ~
basketball and soccer highlight
the events being offered for men
and women. Included on the
schedule is racquetball as a new
coed sport.
The entry deadline for men's
basketball is Jan. 15 and play
begins Jan. 20. Sigma Chi won the
campus crown last year.
The entry deadline for men's
tennis singles is Jan. 29 with play
beginning Feb. 3. The men's sixmember soccer entry deadline is
Feb. 12 with play beginning Feb.
13. ATO took last year's titl
beating God's Children. Thre
man basketball has a Feb. 18
deadline with play starting Feb.
24.

In women's competition sixmember soccer, racqu~tball
doubles and basketball are on
tap.
The women's soccer entry
deadline is Jan. 22 and play will
begin Jan . 27. Racquetball begins
Feb. 3 and with . a Jan. 28
deadline. The basketball entry
deadline is Feb. 5 and play will
begin Feb. 10. Tyes won the
women's basketball title last
year.
Basketball free throw competition is slated for men and
women on Jan. 16. There is no
entry deadline for the event.
The new coed sport
racquetball - has a Jan. 29
deadline . Play start is Feb. 3.
Coed basketball has a Feb. 19
ent~y _ deadline
with play
begmnmg Feb. 24.
All entries should be taken to
the the intramural office. VC 201.
Any question can be answered by
calling X2408.

•
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FTU Officials Defend Grant Fund Use

A recent article appearing in
"New Times Magazine" has
reported an alleged misuse of
federal funds by FTU officials.
The article said that FTU
signed a subcontract with a
"bogus" research firm in 1971, in
return for a federal Health,
Education and Welfare <HEW>
grant.
_.
FTU's legal counsel, Dr. John
D. Mahaffey , Jr., in a recent
interview , called the story
'entirely false and the innuendos .
they printed were / totally untrue."
According to the magazine , Dr.
Paul A. Walsh, then a consultant
for the Emergency , School
Assistance Program CESAP) of
W s Office of Education,
ested to FTU officials in
ecember, 1970, that they apply
for\a grant from ESAP.
R~ortedly, F1:U officials, Dr.
Leslie L. Ellis, Jr., Director of
research and graduate studies

and Dr. Calvin C. Miller, dean of
the college of education, followed
Walsh 's suggestion and submitted a proposal to ESAP.
Walsh and two other ESAP
consultants
approved
the
proposal and awarded FTU
$154,879 .85.

The article said less than a
month after the funds were approved, Walsh this time
suggested that FTU sign a
subcontract with Technical
Research Associates CTRA), a
California
consulting · and
research firm, with which Walsh
had financial connections .
According to the article, FTU
did sign a $42 ,000 subcontract
with TRA in order to avoid offending Walsh, who held ESAP's
purse strings; furthermore, the
article continued, TRA was not
legally incorporated under
California law and the subcontract was illegal under rules
governing grantees.

Talk On Alcohol
By -Deborah Whaley
A symposium on the pleasures
and problems of alcohol will be
held at FTU February 19-21.
According to Mike Bises-i,
Assistant for Student Development, the program will deal with
several concepts: the influence of
alcohol on the family and the
student; the place of alcohol in
society,
historically;
the
marketing of alcoholic products;
the incidence of driving while
intoxicated among people under
the age of 25; the incidence of
cross addiction of alcoholics with
marijuana;
th~
work of
· Ailcoholics in art, . films and
........iterature; and the role of bartenders as counselors in our
society.
There will also be a special
program for employes of the
university in cooperation with
P~rsonnel.

.r

~
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Bisesi said the format of the
symposium will be mixed,
utilizing several feature length
films, speakers, a stage
production and video-tapes.
Debbie Wheatley , Program
Director of the Village Center, is
working with Bisesi on the
program. She said several
speakers are being considered
for the symposium, including
Dr .
Joyc e
Psycholog is t ,
Brothers; Dana Andrews, one of
the fi rst actors to admit to being
an alcoholic, Og Mandino, author
of "The Greatest Salesman In the
World," and an alcoholic who has
learned to keep the problem
under control; and several local
speakers.
Some of the films be ing
discussed for . use in the symposium are " The Days of Wine
and Roses ," " Cat On a Hot Tin
Roof," "Who's Afraid of Virginia
Wol£f," "Long Days Journey Into
e Night," "Cop-out", and W.C.

Fields' "The Bank Dick."
No plans for speakers 01: films
had been finalized by Dec. 12.
"We want to present as much
as possible in as many ways as
possible," Wheatley said. There
will be public service announcements and spots . on
alcoholism broadcast throughout
the day on monitors at various
campus locations.
Friday evening, the last day of
the symposium, there will be a
stage production called "W.C.
Fields, 80 Proof.'' The production
was written by Fields' granson
and consists of dialogue between
Fields and his bartender .
Bisesi said most of the
programs will be held during the
day in order to receive maximum
exposure. He said the program
will be open to the public and that
local junior colleges and
secondary schools will be notified
of the program.
' Bisesi said many people do not
recognize that there are
.Problems with alcohol, and that
in our society alcohol is a commonly accepted drug . People
tend to treat alcohol as something
humorous, he said.
One of the reasons for the
symposium is the increa'se of
alcoholism amon g s tudents ,
Bises i said. He said that studies
indicate that as many as one out
of 15 college students could be
considered alcoholics in the
physiological and psychological
sense .
The intent of the program, he
continued. is to give people a
better idea of how alcohol.fits into.
our society. Risesi c0ncluded ,
" We are -not a prohibitive
program . We are interested in
re'sponsible and informed consumption if people choose to do
so."

Mahaffey, however, said that
FTU officials had no knowledge
at the time either of Walsh's
connections with TRA or TRA's
unincorporated status, and that
TRA was just one among a list of
suggested consulting firms and
that FTU had no reason to doubt

M.

Betting you can park illegally
and get away with it will carry
bigger stakes starting in
January.
According to a spokesman for
the FTU Police Department, the
Florida Legislature passed a law
affecting all state law enforcement agencies, including
this University's campus police.
The new law provides for a
minimum fine of $15 for parking
and decal violations.
In the past, a few students have
. tried to get out of paying $10 for a
parking decal. Some have succeeded.
One student, who wishes to
remain anonymous, explained
how she got away with not buying
a decal.
"I'm~ only on campus three
days a week. I have two cars
available to drive. I alternate
back and forth and park in a
different visitor's slot every
day."
_ She admits to having received
_ a couple of tickets but says she
- always puts them on another car.
"Most people pay parking
tickets without checking to see if
it belongs on their car," she
concluded.
According to a spokesman 'for
the campus police, violators of
this type are usually caught
because "we know the cars."
When a student parks in a
visitor 's space , we get him when
he parks or we watch the car and
get him when he leaves."
Another student said he parks
his car at nearby apartment
complexes and walks to campus.
The campus police point out that
although
they
have
no
jurisdiction off campus, students
who do this run the risk of having
their cars towed away.
Other students admit to the
ploy of going together and buying
decals in one student's name for a
first and second car. The total for
two stic kers is $11 as opposed to
$20 for a deca: .. ~ach student's
name.
Acco rdi ng to the records
section of the University Police
Department . all applications for
parking decals are run through
county records and checked to
verify the car whose tag number
was given on the application is
registered to the student who
applied.
When asked if there were a a
way students could park on
campus without buying decals, a
spokesman for the records
section said , "A car parked
anywhere on campus should have

Mishler
program has been established.

An increase in GI education
benefits will aid more than 1,250
veterans attending FTU.
The veterans bill, vetoed by
President Ford, then overriden
by Congress. is retro-active to
September, 1974. It contains
three major revisions of the
present law .
The most controversial part of
the bill was the 22.7 per cent
increase in the monthly amount
given to a veteran . A full-time
studmt who is single will receive
$270 . A veteran with one
dependent will get $321. with two
depcndrnts. $336.
SPcondlv. the bill extend the
• <·ligibility. of attending school
from :J6 month to 45 months.
And finall~· . a $600-a-year loan

A veteran registering for
winter quarter at FTU will find it .
less complicated than before,
especially if there are no changes
concerning certification.
Everything is now being done by
c·o mputer.
As a veteran ·
exits
the
registration area, there will be a
VA desk. where any questions
will be answered. Veterans will
receive for the first time, a
Veterans Fact Sheet. This will
help in recognizing problems
before they arise and taking the
appropriate action so that as
little time as possible. if any. will
be lost as far as monthly
paymt•nts are concerned.
Ken Kt•nnedy. C'o-ordinator of

conscience," and added that he
did not think FTU had done
anything illegal in signing with
TRA.
Mahaffey said that HEW in
Washington has found FTU to be
without fault in its use of the
grant.

Parking Fines Jump,
Students To Pay $15

Veterans Receive More Funds
By Richard

Walsh at the time.
"TRA data was well worth the
money," Mahaffey said, and the
grant money and data were used
to help ease local schools through
the process of desegregation.
Dr. Ellis , when contacted about
the articlP .::::iirl _ "I have no g_uilty

veterans affairs at FTU, said the
main focus of this ne:w approach
is "to school the veteran in the
proper procedure concerning
collecting his benefits."
·
The Office of Veteran Affairs
functions on a grant from the
r'· ·partment of Health, Education
and Welfare. Kennedy said the
present grant will expire in June,
1975, when. hopefully, another
annual gr.ant will be given. But
after that grant expires in June.
1976. he sees the program being
terminated at FTU. Therefore.
he says. it is' important to make
the ,·eteran as self-sufficient as
possible. since no office on
1;ampus will be available to help.

a decal. If it doesn 't have a decal ,
it gets a ticket. "
Although tickets could be
legally issued on the first day of
classes each quarter, normally
the first week of classes no
tickets are written. Courtesy
citations are issued instead to
give students an opportunity to
buy decals before tickets are
issued.

Mqny students will vouch for
the efficiency of the campu
police in writing tickets. J ohn
Becker, a senior, said, " One da\
my car broke down and ·•
borrowed my wife's car to come
to school. I parked at 9 a.m. and
got a ticket at 9:40 a.m."
With the increase to $15 fines
for parking violations, th e
campus police are expecting
fewer students to park illegally.

Debators Top Foes
FTU is building one of the
strongest teams in the nation.
However, don't look for it in the
AP or UPI polls . The best place to
find its rating is in the "IP"
(Intelligence Poll).
The team is not basketball or
wrestling, it's the debate team.
"We're off to the strongest
start we've ever had," said Jeff
Butler, debate team coach.
This year FTU has beaten
Navy, Alabama, Nebraska,
Southern California and Harvard.
One problem the team has
faced this year is the shortage of
money, but Butler says the
budget is better than in the past.
The team was given $5,000 by
Student Government this year to
pay for travel expenses, tournament fees and eating expenses.
"The $5,000 is a good investment for FTU," said Butler.
"The team brings_ a lot of ex-

posure to the school .''
The topic this year is, "Should
the power of the president be
significantly curtailed?''
The team spends close to 40
hours each week in preparation
for a meet. The members continually find new evidence to
support their arguments.
"The team is a reflection on the
quality of students at FTU," said
Dr. Raymond Buchanan. "We
really have top-notch kids."
"Travel can't be called a
pleasure trip," Buchanan continued. «They leave at the last
minute so as not to miss classes
and travel long and hard to get
there."
"We're among the best in the
nation," boasted Buchanan . "I
think we could compe.te with the
teams from England and
Russia ."
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Foreigners Face
Unique Problems

Free Attractions Ahoµ.~d
In Central Florida Area .
and Winter Park, includes the
Loch Haven Art Center, with
changing art exhibits and the
John Young Museum and
Planetarium featuring exhibits
on natural history and science.

By Patricia Burgay
Need something to do but can't
afford high prices? Orlando and
nearbv counties offer free attractions off the beaten track.
Arm vouself with a free city
map. available at the Orlando
Chamber of Commerce or area
banks . then set out to explore the
many beautiful parks and walks
in Orlando.
Lake Eola. Orlando's central
park. is where one can stroll
through the spectacular flower
beds. Old-fashioned rowboats
grace the lake waters and on
most weekends a free concert is
held on Sunday afternoon or
evening .
Dickson Azalea Park, Leu
Gardens and Mead Botannical
Gardens offer breathtaking
beauty in shady settings of ~eace
and quiet.
Visit Rollins College, a small
liberal arts col1ege. A walking
tour of the campus includes
Tiffany stained-glass windows
a nd the Beal-Maltbie Shell
l\.luseum.
_
Also in the Winter Park vicinity
is the · unique shopping area of
Park Avenue. Here you can
browse through the tiny shops
and garden arcades called
"Little Europe." Each February
the area is closed off for the
v. inter Park Sidewalk Arts
Festival, one of the largest in the
outh. ·
A few minutes away is Genius
Drive. a picturesque lane winding through groves and forests,
just off Osecola Avenue. Take a
iong some scraps of bread and
feed the resident flock of
peacocks.
If you have never seen a full
scale military parade then you
are in for a treat at the weekly
graduation ceremonies held
every Friday morning at the
Naval Training Center. The ··
ceremonies include full gun
salutes, parades and marching
bands.
The Loch Haven Park complex,
on U.S. 17-92 between Orlando

By Patrida Burgay

Frito-Lay plant on Silver Star
Road welcomes visitors on
Tuesdays and Thursdays to see
how corn chips are made from
potato to package. And there are
free samples at the end of the
visit!
Other interesting free tours
include, Tupperware, on U.S. 1792 the Sentinel Star Newspaper,
on' Orange Avenue, and local
radio and TV stations. Call first
to make an appointment.
Early mornings are the best
times to visit the Ben White
Raceway, the nation's largest
winter trainin·g ground for
harness horses. Spectators are
invited to watch the workouts and
talk with owners and trainers 7
a.m. to 11 a.m. Monday through
Saturday during the October
through April training' season.
-

Wantto people watch? McCoy .
Jetport is a good spot to see
people pass through the newly
remodeled airport.
Plane watching can be done
across the highway from the
jetport entrance. People can park
their cars and watch the large
jets take off and land.
· For more people' watching,
visit the open air Flea Market on
17-92, one mile south of Florida
436, where you can haggle your
way to a bargain on Saturdays
and Sundays.
The Central Florida area
abounds with activities that are
. free, from playing chess in the
Sunshine Park seeing a film,
attending a concert or lecture, to
skindiving in the crystal clear
waters of Wekiva Springs.
To keep informed of the
changing events check with the
"Where to go and what to do,"
section in Sunday's Orlando
Sentinel.

:-I
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Dinky Dock in Winter Park

FTU Plans Child Care Center
By Deborah Whaley

Construction of the FTU child
care center should begin by
spring and be completed in time
to serve students by fall quarter ,
1975, according to Dean of
Women Carol Wilson.

campus said they would use a
child care facility on campus if it
was available.
Over one-third of the students
answering said their spouse
would attend classes if child care
on campus was provided.
A total of 35.9 per cent of the
students
answering
the
questionnaire indicated that
people they knew in the community not presently attending
FTU would be able to enroll if
child care was available.
The child care enter is being
developed primarily as a student
service within- the Division of
Student Affairs. · Wilson is
responsible for the development
and supervision for the center.
Student Government ( SG.)
and several members of the
faculty and administration have
been working with Wilson- in
obtaining funds for the budgeting
and development of the center.
SG began the funding1 by
giving the program $2,000. Wilson
said, "I feel very strongly that
the willingness of S G to provide
funding for this type of service
was quite instrumental in helping
us to receive the additional grant
monies." SG donated an additional $15,000 this fall.
Both Ralph D. Gunter, Coordinator of Research Administration, research and
graduate studies, and Ken
Sheinkopf. Director of University
Development began writing to
private foundations to find
funding and equipment early this
year.
President Millican submitted a
request to the . Edyth Bush
('haritable Foundation for $60,000
for the development of a child
care center. FTU was awarded a
grant from the foundation in that
amount last April.
A budget for the center has
been developed and submitted to
the Florida Board of Regents.
Oswaldo Garcia. Director of
·
University Physical Planning,
·
and Wilson toured private and
· the
pu bl.1c c· h.ld
1f centers in
commumty or ideas as to what a
goo d c h"ld
1 care center s hou Id
·me lude. severa1of the 1'd eas were
·incorpora t e d ·into t h e arh.
d
·
c 1tectura1 rawmgs.
h
f
·1·
b
T e ac1 ity is eing p1anne d so
th ·
b dd d t
as more
f atd. it can
b e a e ·1o bl
un mg ecomes ava1 a e.
Wilson said the architectural
d ·
· th f. 1 t
ren henngs aredmh e ma s ages
· ·
at
t e fnext step
b t is timekanb.d
h wiJI
1
or t e conte tot· see f th fs ·1·t
s rue ion o
e act 1 y.

Ali Dahi, an FTU student from
Iran waited six J;nonths before
asking an American girl for a
date because he was uncertain of
American customs when he
arrived in the United States.
"There is a need to better
acquaint foreign students with
our American society and
customs," said Michael Bisesi
international student advisor at
FTU. ·
Bisesi, who served as a
graduate resident advisor at
Indiana University before joining
the ·FTU staff in August, is
assistant dean of men. Part of his
job is to help internationa
students.
•
~isesi said, that as mo
countries become developed they
seek out American technology by
sending their students to the
United States.
FTU, which opened in 1968, has
an enrollment of 8,500 students,
55 of whom are from 28 foreign
countries .
Foreign students generally do
very well in classes, said Bisesi,
but to enroll in a U.S. school a
foreign student must not only
show above· average academic
skills but also prove proficiency
in the English langua12:e.
Bisesi said he favors a conversational English course for
new students, a newsletter and - ,
possibly a social club for foreign
students to better acquajnt them
with spoken English.
Several foreign ·students, interviewed at FTU expressed
bewilderment and homesickness
during their first quarter at
school.
Mehdi Bahremand. a civil
engineer working towards. his
master's degree, is beginning to
adjust to American customs after
a year in Orlando.
He first heard about FTU fro
friends in Iran and, soon after he
arrived in Orlando, he joined the
Iranian Volley Ball Team at
FTU.
Bahl'.emand and his friends
wanted to be involved with the
student community but did not
know how. To avoid total exclusi-0n they formed a team:
Another student, Suvit Bun·dityanond, 20, from Bangkok,
Thailand, says he is proud of his
origin and genuinely interested in
learning about Americans. But,
he added, "Most people realize I
am foreign but do not seem interested in finding out where I am ..,,. ·
from."
Soon Bundityanond will return
to Thailand, with
degree in
engineering. He will have gained
valuable technical knowledge,
but his knowledge of American
people may be limited.
1
Abdul Hameed, a graduate
student from Karachi, Pakistan,
did not have any problems adjusting to American customs
when he arrived in the United
States _three months ago. He
admits, "Everyone has been
extremely kind to me. The coordinator of the gradua
program, Jackson L. Winchest
helped me find accommodations
and gave me contacts with my
fellow contrymen here in
Orlando."
A few of the problems that
beset foreign students are:
· spoken language difficulties; not
knowing where to seek counseling and guidance for different
problems; an understanding ear
when letters and checks from
home stray; and a few tips on ...
American economics.
Foreign students seeking work
are often amazed to find that
because of. their student visa
status they are unable to hold offcampus .J·obs. But, in most cases
work is found on campus for them
when the need is known.
Bisesi realizes a reception to
greet new arrivals does not fulfill
the needs of foreign students. He
forsees a special course designed
to help students adjust to the
American school system. He also
·
envisions a department solely for
foreign students where help will
be available at all times to deal
with tbe special problems of the

Initially' the age limit for
children will be from two to five
years. Wilson said they will not
·be able to take infants in the
beginning because of the additional staff, space and equipment it would require. She added,
~reek
"Our long range goal is to be able
definifion ~of Title IX, it must be
to care for infants as well as pre- '
By Vicki Blanchfield
schoolers."
submitted to Congress ~nd __aJsQ_
If possible, the center will
be approved by President Ford.
University administrators
eventually be open during
Although the law is presently
contend that a federal law
effective, the HEW bill would
evening classes, but it will only
enacted last spring by the
be open during the day in the
explain how to implement the
Department of Health, Education
existing guidelines.
beginning.
.
and Welfare <HEW) is one of the
Wilson added, "There are
"Quality child care will be
major obstacles delaying Greek
several congressmen across the
offered," Wilson said. '~This will
housing plans at FTU.
country who are campaigning to
not be just a baby-sitting service.
Dr. W. Rex Brown, vice
exempt
fraternities
and
A full-scale educational program
president for student affairs,
sororities from Title IX,"
will be offer~d." Lillian Poe.
explained, "Title IX is a federal
U.S. House Representative Joe
Assistant
Professor
of
guideline calling for the.
D. Waggonner, Jr., of Louisiana,
Elementary Education has been
prohibition of sex dixcrimination
argues that an amendment to
working with Wilson on the plans
by an educational institution
Title IX' which he sponsored and
for the program.
receiving federal fund~, and
which was approved, restricts
Wilson ~aid, "We are going to
noncompliance with this law
the HEW from regulating
strive to meet and surpass all of
would result in federal .fund
fraternities and sororities.
the county requirements for child
cutting.
Before Title IX's passage last
care centers established by the
"In other words, if Greeks
spring, 12 acres, divided into
Department of Health and
practiced discrimination on the
Rehabilitative Services. We want
approximately 12 lots, were set
basis of sex, and the .adaside for campus fraternities. A
to set an example for the comministration aided them by
1.5 to 2.0 acre area was reserved ~ munity by surpassing these
issuing the proposed land for a
for FTU sororities.
standards."
Fraternity-Sorority
Park,
The projeCted Fr~ternityOne of these requirements is
federal funding for the Greeks
Sorority Park is located between
that there be at least one staff
would be jeopardized."
Lake Lee and the original enmember for every ten children.
The proposed regulation does
trance to the university, adjacent
Students and faculty members in
not
specify
what
nonto the Physical Education
the departments of early
discriminating organizations
facilities.
childhood education, psychology,
could be supposed by a federally Wilson said, "We have a very
and sociology experienced in
funded institution without
pro-Greek administration here at
early· childhood development
violating Title I~~ guidelines.
FTU and we were going fullmay be used to meet the one to
It does, however, set forth the
steam-ahead on our plans for a
ten ratio. However• plans for
major criteria to be applied in
Greek Park. We were studying
staffing the center are still under
determining violations, which
the chosen section of land, and we
discussion at this time, according
are ( l) the substantiality of the
got as far as plans for streets and
to Wilson. ·
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